Vertical flow in the Thermoelectric Liquid Metal Plasma Facing Structures (TELS) facility at Illinois
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ABSTRACT

Flowing liquid metal PFCs may offer a solution to the issues faced by solid divertor materials in tokamak plasmas. The Liquid–Metal Infused Trenches (LiMIT) concept of Illinois Ruzic et al. (2011) is a liquid metal plasma facing structure which employs thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic (TEMHD) effects to self-propel lithium through a series of trenches. The combination of an incident heat flux and a magnetic field provide the driving mechanism. Tests have yielded experimental lithium velocities under different magnetic fields, which agree well with theoretical predictions Xu et al. (2013). The thermoelectric force is expected to overcome gravity and be able to drive lithium flow along an arbitrary direction and the strong surface tension of liquid lithium is believed to maintain the surface when Li flows in open trenches. This paper discusses the behavior of the LiMIT structure when inclined to an arbitrary angle with respect to the horizontal.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

As the development of the tokamak progresses, enhancement of plasma and heat fluxes in the divertor region has placed increasing strain on existing plasma facing components. Solid divertor materials have begun to show deficiencies such as erosion [3], melting [4], and nanostructure formation [5]. Liquid materials have been proposed as a potential solution to this problem, in particular, liquid lithium [6]. Liquid lithium suffers from none of these deficiencies, and as a result may provide better power handling than tungsten. Lithium PFCs also offer the ability to reduce edge recycling [7,8], resulting in a hotter edge region, increasing the volume of the fusion device at fusion temperatures [9]. Lithium has been shown to aid in suppressing ELMs [10], and to enhance plasma performance [11–13]. However, the higher vapor pressure would require maintaining lithium plasma facing components at a lower temperature, and while inclusion of lithium has been shown to reduce Z eff [14], events leading to significant evaporation of lithium would in turn beget core dilution.

A lithium PFC concept, LiMIT, [1], has been designed and tested at Illinois. It is a self-driven liquid metal divertor alternative driven by thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamics [15,16]. Composed of a series of lithium filled trenches, LiMIT employs thermoelectric currents flowing within the lithium, interacting with the main toroidal field of a fusion device to drive flow. Plasma incident on the top surface of the trenches with cooling of the trenches from below establishes a temperature gradient. Due to the Seebeck effect, thermoelectric currents arise from the temperature gradient along the walls of the trenches. The interaction of these currents with the toroidal magnetic field generates a $J \times B$ force driving lithium flow (see Fig. 1). While the concept has been tested both at Illinois [2] and in HT-7 [17], further testing of this concept has been twofold. Addition of heaters and coolant channels now allows for the active generation of a thermal gradient with lithium channels, creating lithium flow independently of heat from plasma. When the temperature gradient is high enough, the thermoelectric force is expected to overcome gravity, and, aided by the high surface tension of the liquid lithium film over the trenches, is able to drive lithium flow along an arbitrary direction which is absolutely necessary if the system is to be used as the PFCs in a working tokamak. A design of the LiMIT concept with narrow trenches has been manufactured and tested. This paper discusses the latest study of the TEMHD driven flow at arbitrary inclination of the LiMIT structure tests performed at UIUC.
2. Li flow along arbitrary angle

The orientation of the lithium trenches during thermoelectric driven liquid lithium flow tests at Illinois and in HT-7 was horizontal. The influence of the gravity when the flow direction is not horizontal is not yet well characterized. However, when considering a LiMIT type PFC for a limiter, divertor target plate, or even the inner wall, it is necessary to investigate flow along an arbitrary angle. The operative question in this case is if the thermoelectric driven force can overcome forces retarding the motion of the lithium such as flow impedance of the trenches, MHD damping, and the force of gravity in the rear channels. Since the viscosity of lithium is very low, and the driving force is provided from an MHD effect, these effects can be shown to have negligible impact in retarding the flow \[2\].

To consider the effect of gravity, the following force balance is considered. If the trench is placed vertically and the TEMHD pumping is at standstill, the rising pressure gradient \( \nabla p \) is given as \[12\]

\[
\nabla p = \frac{\sigma B P}{\left(1 + C\right)} \nabla T
\]

If the thermoelectric force is to overcome gravity to drive the lithium, the rising pressure gradient due to TEMHD must be larger than the body force \( \rho g \) by gravity; a relation that simplifies to:

\[
\nabla T > \frac{\rho B P}{\sigma \left(1 + C\right)} \left(1 + C\right)
\]

Here \( \nabla T \) is the temperature gradient across the lithium channel, \( \rho = 508 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) and \( \sigma \) are, respectively, the density and electrical conductivity of lithium. \( B \) is the transverse magnetic field and \( g \) is the gravity. \( P \) is the thermoelectric power between the pair of materials and \( C = \left(\frac{\alpha r}{trW}\right) \) describes the wall impedance in comparison with that of the lithium. \( \alpha \) is the thickness of liquid channel and \( t \) is the thickness of the wall. \( \sigma W \) is the electrical conductivity of the wall.

When the thickness of the liquid channel is the same as the wall thickness, the required temperature gradient as a function of magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 2 for different material pairs. The thermoelectric power values are taken from [18,19]. For the experiments at Illinois with 0.111 T transverse magnetic field the necessary temperature gradient is around \( 1.4 \times 10^3 \text{ K/m} \), which is achieved via a temperature difference of a few tens of Kelvin over several millimeters, while for experiments in real fusion devices with much stronger magnetic fields, such as EAST, a temperature gradient of only about \( 45 \text{ K/m} \) should be enough to provide flow.

Physical properties of liquid lithium are taken from Hanford report [20] assuming \( T = 523 \text{ K} \). In the experiments described here, direct measurement of the thermal gradient in the liquid channels is difficult, and is therefore calculated from a 3D, time dependent model implemented in the finite element software, COMSOL, balancing heat in from the heater with heat lost to the coolant. Temperature values are averaged across the top surface and bottom surface of the lithium channels to determine the average temperature gradient in the channels. Both average temperature values, and the temperature gradient are plotted as the function of time in Fig. 3. From this figure we can see that after about 10 s the temperature gradient changes little. An averaged value \( 2665 \pm 500 \text{ K/m} \) is chosen for further calculation.

When the trench is tilted to angle \( \theta \) with respect to the horizontal direction, the mean velocity of the front side trenches is:

\[
\vec{u}_{\text{front}} = \frac{2}{3} \frac{H a - \tanh(H a) P}{H a + C \tanh(H a) B} \frac{dT}{dy}
\]

which is equal to \( 0.114 \pm 0.021 \text{ m/s} \) for this case. Here the Hartmann number is \( H a = B a/2\sqrt{\sigma/\mu} \) and \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity of
liquid lithium. This result implies that the flow velocity should be independent of the inclination angle.

3. Experimental design and setup

To investigate the flow within the LiMIT structure at arbitrary inclination angle, a vacuum chamber was constructed on a pivot whose axis was the center of the LiMIT structure. The entire chamber was rotatable about this central pivot. The base pressure is kept below 1 mbar with the help of a dry pump. A magnetic field of about 0.111 T at the LiMIT structure position is generated by powering four magnet coils with car batteries. The LiMIT channels in this case were 0.5 mm wide by 1 mm deep on front side and 0.5 mm wide by 2 mm deep on back side. A small tray is attached to one end to catch residual lithium. The whole structure is cooled by compressed air flowing through five 1/4" diameter holes at center and heated on the back side with a Watlow strip heater (20 cm by 4 cm by 0.3 cm) with a maximum power of 500 W at 120 V. Two thermocouples are attached to the front side, close to the edge of the front trenches while one thermocouple is attached to the heater surface. The heater is attached to the backside of LiMIT by four stainless steel clamps with about 0.05 mm thick ultra-high vacuum carbon paste at the interface.

Filling of these channels was accomplished with a lithium injector similar to that used in [21] with the addition of a 1 mm inner diameter needle type nozzle and two linear shifts. A schematic is shown in figure [1]. The nozzle was lowered via the linear shift into a space on the side of the trenches and lithium was injected filling the trenches from the bottom up. Once the trenches were filled the nozzle was lifted above the lithium surface. Although lithium is observed to start to wet untreated stainless steel surface at around 330 °C [22] lithium was melted into these narrow channels by a temperature excursion of the structure to about 475 °C.

To investigate lithium flow rate at arbitrary inclination, a thermal gradient was established by maintaining the LiMIT structure at 400 °C steady state and the heater surface at 600 °C, without flowing coolant. Compressed air was then flowed to 50 slm at 2 bar, resulting in a reduction of the temperature of the device, but producing a higher transient temperature gradient than what the heater and coolant can provide at steady state. The magnetic field was then toggled on and the chamber was inclined to the desired angle while recording with a high speed camera (Phantom v9.1, Vision Research). Velocity of the lithium was extracted from frame to frame displacement of lithium hydroxide and oxide impurities entrained in the lithium flow. Due to resolution limitations, tracking of these impurities in the raw images was difficult and a Java-based image processing program, ImageJ, was
employed to increase the contrast of each image. Impurity scale is formed primarily from the gettering of residual water vapor in the chamber over the course of several minutes. Impurity formation in a fusion device would occur over a much longer time scale, as the base pressure (1e−8 mbar) is much lower than the base pressure of the chamber used for these experiments (1e−3 mbar).

In the experiments detailed herein it was observed that trenches are completely filled and capillary force was strong enough to maintain the surface from horizontal to vertical orientation. Even when the trenches were overfilled the residual lithium would just fall into the tray at one end and the trenches still remained filled. This is shown in Fig. 4.

### 4. Results and discussion

Flow velocity measurements with LiMIT aligned horizontally were taken in the manner described above. A series of frames processed using ImageJ are shown in Fig. 5. In total, 12 clips of the moving impurity scales are measured giving an average velocity of 0.095 ± 0.041 m/s. The lithium trenches were subsequently inclined to a series of angles between 0 and 90° from the horizontal. The velocities of the lithium were similarly extracted and the results can be seen in Fig. 6. Also plotted within Fig. 6 are the theoretical prediction for the velocity, as well as error bars resulting from the uncertainty in the determination of the thermal gradient in the rear channels. Good agreement can be seen between the theoretical prediction and the experimental velocity at higher inclination angles. Poorer agreement is seen at lower angles, even though theoretical predictions of the independence of velocity on inclination angle showed decent agreement with experimental results. These experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of this type of flow. The ability to utilize the LiMIT concept for all surfaces in a future fusion reactor is an important step toward realizing a flowing metal wall scenario.

### 5. Conclusion

The concept of TEMHD driven liquid lithium flow along an arbitrary direction has been implemented and tested at Illinois. Several predictions were validated. First, surface tension is able to maintain the fluid surface even against the hydrostatic pressure of aligning a LiMIT device vertically. Also, TEMHD lithium flow is able to overcome gravity to drive flow vertically, and theoretical predictions of the independence of velocity on inclination angle showed decent agreement with experimental results. These experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of this type of flow. The ability to utilize the LiMIT concept for all surfaces in a future fusion reactor is an important step toward realizing a flowing metal wall scenario.
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